
KPMG Corporate Finance LLC acted 
as the exclusive financial advisor to 
Renovar Energy Corp.

About the engagement
KPMG Corporate Finance LLC (KPMG CF) acted as the exclusive financial advisor 
to Renovar Energy Corp. (“Renovar”), a landfill gas to energy developer in the US, 
on its sale of a portfolio of four medium-Btu landfill gas projects (the “Portfolio”) to 
MAS Energy, LLC, a developer, owner, and operator of renewable energy systems 
throughout the world. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The Portfolio sells approximately 75,000 MMBtu of landfill gas per month under long 
term Gas Purchase Agreements. The offtakers include a combination of local utilities and 
credit worthy corporate counterparties.

KPMG CF’s relationships and experience in the landfill gas sector were critical 
to completing the transaction. Larry Gilbert, President at Renovar, commented, 
“KPMG CF’s unparalleled industry expertise was instrumental in achieving the 
right transaction for our business. KPMG CF’s extensive network in the renewable 
energy space put us in front of the right buyers.”

Global coverage. Industry knowledge. Middle-Market focus.
The global Corporate Finance practices of KPMG International’s network of independent 
member firms was ranked #1 as the top M&A middle-market adviser globally by 
Thomson Reuters SDC based on number of completed transactions, and has been 
named the #1 Global Mid-Market firm and Global Private Equity Mid-Market firm, 
by Bloomberg M&A Advisory League Tables, for 2016.

KPMG Corporate Finance LLC
Recently named Investment Bank of the Year by The M&A Advisor, KPMG Corporate 
Finance LLC provides a broad range of investment banking and advisory services to its 
domestic and international clients. Our professionals have the experience and depth of 
knowledge to advise clients on global mergers and acquisitions, sales and divestitures, 
buyouts, financings, debt restructurings, equity recapitalizations, infrastructure project 
finance, capital advisory, portfolio solutions, fairness opinions, and other advisory needs.

Trust KPMG Corporate Finance LLC with your next transaction
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Corporate finance services, including Financing, Debt Advisory, and Valuation Services, are not performed by all KPMG member firms and are not offered 
by member firms in certain jurisdictions due to legal or regulatory constraints. The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to 
address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that 
such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act upon such information without 
appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation. 

The information contained in this communication may not be representative of the experience of other clients and does not constitute a recommendation, offer, or 
solicitation to buy, sell or hold any security of any issuer. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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